Metis Secure Emergency
Communications System

Optimize Your Emergency Response Speed
Facility-based emergency communications, automation, and control
Metis Secure develops advanced, facility-based emergency communications systems that help organizations
respond to emergencies much more rapidly and effectively. It integrates with email and text alert layers to
provide comprehensive, multi-modal emergency communications throughout a site or campus, and beyond.

Command Center Software
Organizations use their Metis Secure Command Center software to instantly broadcast emergency alerts and
instructions to everyone at their sites, or just to people at targeted locations. IP phones, computer screens,
digital signs, PA systems, and more—and broadcast urgent, actionable voice instructions that give your people
the information they need to protect themselves.
In addition, responders can answer help calls, speak to people in need and respond to panic buttons - while
seeing their precise locations on the on-screen map. The system can also connect to a wide variety of
sensors and data feeds, and can alert your site automatically if a dangerous situation is detected.
The Metis Secure system powers Metis Secure Help Stations and easily integrates with other emergency
communication channels, facility security and life safety devices.

Metis Secure’s browser-based Command Center interface
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MS-5100 Indoor Help Station
Metis Secure’s indoor Emergency Help Station is designed for use in
hallways, laboratories, meeting rooms, lecture halls and other spaces
where groups of people work or live.
In an emergency, the Help Station can instantly broadcast actionable
voice instructions, display text built-in LCD text instructions, sound sirens
and flash lights. Emergency personnel can immediately reach everyone at
the location of an incident and direct them to safety.
In addition, people can rapidly reach on-site security, report a problem
and request aid by pressing the built-in help button. Calls go to a central
control room or to mobile security officers’ handheld radios or mobile
phones. Call locations are identified automatically, optimizing response
speed.

MS-6100 Outdoor Help Station
Metis Secure’s outdoor/rugged Emergency
Help Station is designed for manufacturing
floors, parking garages, outdoor areas, and
other harsh environments. It has all the
features of the indoor Help Station, plus a
weather resistant, UV-rated case and internal
heater for cold weather operations. It is easily
retrofitted for existing blue light towers.

Panic Buttons
Integrating panic buttons that allow key
personal to silently and discreetly request
help when an event occurs. Variety of types
including computer hot keys, wired via IP and wireless.

Redundant Networks
The Metis Secure system operates on Local Area Network, via a wired
Ethernet connection or Wi-Fi. The Help Stations can automatically form an
independent wireless mesh network for back-up, so the system still works
even when power, internet, and phone networks fail.
For more information, please visit www.metissecure.com,
or contact us at 412-828-3700, info@metissecure.com.
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